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ABSTRACT
Novel designs and materials for filtering face-piece respirators (FFRs) have been disseminated
in response to shortages during the COVID-19 pandemic. Since filtration efficiency depends on
particle diameter and air face velocity, the relevance of material filtration or prototype fit data
depends on test conditions. We investigate whether characterizing a material in a filter holder at
a range of face velocities enabled precise prediction of the filtration performance of a novel sewn
mask design. While larger particles (> 500 nm) are more relevant for inhalation exposure to
respiratory emissions, we compare this mask and a N95 FFR (as a control) with smaller particles
more similar to those in the N95 test method. Sewn from sterilization wrap, our mask (sealed to
a mannequin head with silicone) filters 85 ± 1% of 136 nm particles (NaCl, 85 L min–1) and passes
quantitative fit tests for 4 of 6 volunteers, representing intermediate protection between a
surgical mask and N95 FFR. Filter holder material measurements overpredict the sewn mask’s
filtration efficiency by 8.2% (95% CI 7.4–9.1%) (136 or 200 nm). While testing flat material in a
filter holder enables comparison between materials, filtration performance does not precisely
scale-up from filter holder to mannequin tests. Testing full prototypes at relevant conditions is
crucial if an improvised design is intended as a substitute for a commercial surgical mask or
FFR.
Keywords: Respirator, Filtration, Face velocity, COVID-19, Mask
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1 INTRODUCTION
During the COVID-19 pandemic, shortages of filtering face-piece respirators (FFRs) and surgical
masks have motivated the development and dissemination of improvised mask designs, including
sewing patterns, 3D printing files, and recommendations for repurposing alternative materials
(Godoy, 2020; Make the Mask, 2020; Strong-Wright, 2020). Surgical masks and FFRs offer different
levels of protection against the inhalation of suspended particles. The primary function of the
well-fitted FFR is to protect the wearer from inhaling suspended particles which can contain
infectious virus. In contrast, the looser fitting surgical mask is primarily intended to capture the
user’s own emissions, though the user is protected to a level dependent on both material filtration
performance and the fit of a particular mask to their face. In the United States, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) also
regulate other attributes of surgical masks and surgical N95 FFRs including fluid resistance (for
splatter of bodily fluids) and airflow resistance (pressure drop), which affects breathability and
can exacerbate leakage around edges (Office of the Federal Register, 2002; FDA Center for Devices
and Radiological Health, 2004; Rengasamy et al., 2014; ASTM International, 2017a; Rengasamy
et al., 2017; FDA Office of Product Evaluation and Quality, 2020). During the COVID-19 pandemic,
the exposure risk of inhaling suspended particles containing infectious virus has driven increased
use of FFRs, especially among healthcare personnel (Cai et al., 2020; Fennelly, 2020; Liu et al.,
2020; Miller et al., 2020; Morawska and Milton, 2020; Van Doremalen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021).
In response to shortages of commercial FFRs, sewn masks fabricated out of sterilization wrap
have been used by some healthcare personnel (Godoy, 2020; Ou et al., 2020). Despite crucial
differences in test methods, the manufacturer’s specification for bacterial filtration efficiency
(BFE) of 99.9% may have led to the mistaken perception that sterilization wrap sewn masks might
similarly protect the user against much smaller particles, as would a N95 FFR, which had passed the
NIOSH particle filtration test (Chen et al., 2020a). However, particle capture mechanisms (inertial
impaction, interception, diffusion, electrostatic capture) strongly depend on test conditions,
including particle diameter and the face velocity at which air flows through a material. These two
variables are essential to interpret filtration test results (Hinds, 1999). In this particular case, the
high flowrate and specified particle distribution (75 ± 20 nm particle diameter number mode,
geometric standard deviation < 1.86) of a NIOSH aerosol filtration test should result in decreased
filtration efficiency relative to a BFE test (3000 ± 300 nm particle diameter) (Office of the Federal
Register, 2002; Liverman and Alper, 2017; Rengasamy et al., 2017). Indeed, in size-resolved
filtration characterization of a dual layer of H600 at a face velocity of 10.5 cm s–1 (reflecting that
of a NIOSH test of a typical FFR), Ou et al. (2020) measured a minimum filtration efficiency of 73
± 1% for NaCl particles of 100 nm diameter.
Besides material properties, the form of a mask or FFR also impacts mask and FFR filtration
efficiency. Particles can infiltrate though leaks between the mask or FFR and the user’s face, and
consequently, NIOSH requires that users complete annual fit testing which evaluates infiltration
of particles through leaks (Rengasamy et al., 2014; Office of the Federal Register, 2019). The form
of a mask or FFR also impacts the effective surface area available for filtration, which influences
the air face velocity through the material. For the same volumetric flowrate, air will approach a
larger surface area with a smaller average face velocity:
u=

Q
A

(1)

where u is average face velocity, Q is volumetric flowrate, and A is surface area. Theoretically,
when coupled with material characterization at different face velocities, this simple relationship
could be used to guide development of more effective improvised mask designs with higher
surface area.
The filtration efficiency and breathing resistance of many materials (including household
textiles) continues to be characterized at one or more face velocities to inform material selection
for face coverings including improvised surgical masks and FFRs (Rengasamy et al., 2010; Davies
et al., 2013; Hao et al., 2020; Ou et al., 2020; Pei et al., 2020). We investigate whether material
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filtration efficiency measurements at multiple face velocities can enable precise prediction of the
performance of a new sewing pattern for a sterilization wrap mask.

2 METHODS
2.1 Materials for Filtration and Pressure Drop Tests

The control FFR was a duckbill-style commercial N95 FFR (3M™ VFlex™ Healthcare Particulate
Respirator and Surgical Mask 1804S, 3M, St Paul, MN) (Fig. 1). The test masks followed a novel
sewn mask pattern (named the “Glidden”), which is included with detailed step-by-step
directions in the Supplementary Material. Key features include multiple sets of ties (one of which
acts as a drawstring within a channel under the chin) and pleated folds that facilitate airflow
through a larger surface area. Two material combinations were tested with this same Glidden
pattern as full masks and as flat material punches in a filter holder. First, a double layer of
sterilization wrap (H600, Halyard Health, Alpharetta, GA) was chosen given its off-label use in
masks during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as promising tests of fluid resistance (Liu et al.,
2020). The second material combination included an intermediate layer of Filti™ Face Mask
Material (Filti, Inc., Lenexa, KS, USA, purchased March 30, 2020) between two outer layers of
H600. We note that the H600 material can be purchased in multiple configurations (single layer,
double layer, double layer of different colors) (Halyard Health, 2020).
Since the masks and FFRs had a complex shape, their surface area was determined by assuming
a uniform specific surface area per unit mass (determined by weighing a small square of known
area). The filtration surface areas of the N95 FFR and the Glidden design were determined as the
product of the specific surface area and the mass of the filtration material (weighed after material
not used for filtration (i.e., straps) was removed). For an 85 L min–1 flowrate (which is the flowrate
through a single FFR in NIOSH tests of particle filtration efficiency), the average face velocity for
the duckbill-style commercial N95 FFR (236 cm2) was 6.0 cm s–1, which is lower than found for
FFR designs in other studies (10.6 to 12.9 cm s–1) (Office of the Federal Register, 2002; Bałazy et al.,
2006; Rengasamy et al., 2017). The greater surface area of the Glidden mask (415 cm2) yielded
an even smaller average velocity of 3.4 cm s–1.

2.2 Filter Holder Measurements of Filtration Efficiency as a Function of Face
Velocity

NaCl aerosol was generated with a Collison nebulizer, dried in a diffusion dryer, neutralized
(1 mCi Po-210), and then classified using a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) (TSI Inc., model
3080 classifier with model 3081 DMA) with a diameter setpoint of 136, 200, 300, or 466 nm (Fig. 1).
The aerosol flowrate through the DMA was controlled by adjusting the house vacuum needle
valve to maintain a constant pressure at the exit of the DMA (±0.01 in. H2O, Dwyer 2001C)
regardless of the pressure drop across the filter media. Given the wideness of the DMA transfer
function (1.45 L min–1 aerosol flowrate, 5 L min–1 sheath flowrate) as well as multi-charging
effects, we describe our measurements as reflecting particle size distributions which result from
a given setpoint diameter (instead of a single diameter) (Appendix A1). The classified aerosol was
neutralized a second time (1 mCi Po-210), mixed in an annular diluter with HEPA-filtered house
air, and then either directed to a bypass line or a 47 mm stainless steel filter holder with a punch
of the test filtration material. A condensation particle counter (CPC) (TSI Inc., model 3022A) in
high flow mode (1.65 L min–1) measured the particle concentration with house vacuum making
up the remainder of the flowrate. Filtration efficiency was calculated as Eq. (2), switching
between the filter holder and bypass lines to obtain alternating measurements of CFilter Holder and
CBypass respectively:

E= 1 −

CFilter Holder
C

CBypass  Filter Holder ,Blank 
C
 Bypass ,Blank 

(2)

where E is filtration efficiency, and the ratio of CFilter Holder,Blank and CBypass,Blank corrects the bypass
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram for (a) generation and conditioning of aerosol for (b) filter holder and (c) mannequin tests. Photographs in
(c) are Glidden mask (left) and commercial N95 FFR (right) mounted to 3D-printed mannequin heads for testing.
measurement for particle losses through the empty filter holder (Appendix A2 further describes
method of calculations and statistics). For most measurements (including all mannequin
measurements and 12 of 16 filter holder measurements), the flow was switched between the
bypass and filtered holder lines four times to obtain three unfiltered and two filtered measurements
in succession, which were averaged to calculate CFilter Holder and CBypass. We verified that the
filtration materials were not themselves shedding particles by capping off the aerosol flow and
comparing bypass and filter holder concentrations of HEPA-filtered air (Appendix A2). Temperature
and relative humidity were not controlled and ranged from 19 to 22°C and 4 to 32% RH (inversely
related to dilution ratio). As described in Appendix A3, we separately fitted the data for each
material and particle diameter (for interpolation) using a simplified functional form for filtration
efficiency as a function of face velocity (Hinds, 1999).

2.3 Filter Holder Measurements of Pressure Drop as a Function of Face
Velocity

The pressure drop across the filtration media in the filter holder was measured (with either
Dwyer 2002 or Dwyer 2030C depending on magnitude) over a range of face velocities and was
corrected for the pressure drop of the system when the filter holder was empty. As per the
relation developed by Davies for a fibrous filter, a first order model with zero intercept was fitted
to the pressure drop and face velocity data using least squares regression (Davies, 1973; Hinds,
1999). To increase interpolation precision at face velocities similar to those in the mannequin
experiments, only measurements at face velocities < 10 cm s–1 were included in this regression.

2.4 Mannequin Measurements for Filtration Efficiency and Pressure

Similar to Bałazy et al. (2006), we sealed the edges of full masks and FFRs onto a mannequin
head (3D-printed based on a computed tomography (CT) scan of an adult) with silicone sealant
for both pressure and filtration measurements (Bałazy et al., 2006; hv33822, 2020). The mannequin
tests used the same aerosol generation and flow control methods as the filter holder tests
(Fig. 1). The silicone sealant was applied at least 12 hours prior to testing. Filtered aerosol was
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sampled from a 208 L barrel through a 3/8” stainless steel, straight tube, which was installed in
the mannequin head with the tube end located right below the mannequin’s nostrils. Unfiltered
aerosol was sampled through a 3/8” copper bypass tube whose inlet was located near the front
of the mannequin head. Temperature and relative humidity (RH) were not controlled and ranged
between 20 to 22°C and 4 to 7% RH. For several sewn Glidden masks, a second measurement
was performed after adding a bead of silicone sealant over each line of stitching as well as over
the ends of any seams.
To measure pressure drop across the mask or FFR, a second tube was installed 1 inch below
the first tube in the 3D-printed mannequin head. A differential pressure gauge (Dwyer 2002)
measured the pressure difference between this tube and the barrel.

2.5 Quantitative Fit Testing

Quantitative fit testing of the Glidden mask design by volunteers was determined to not be
human subjects research by the Washington University in St Louis Institutional Review Board. A
TSI Model 8026 Particle Generator augmented ambient particle concentrations with NaCl
particles, and fit factors were determined using a PortaCount Respirator Fit Tester Model 8048
and TSI FitPro Ultra software. Three material combinations were tested; all had two outer layers
of H600 with an intermediate layer of either Filti (n = 2), a household disposable dusting cloth (n
= 2), or a commercial filtration material for heating and air conditioning systems (HVAC) (n = 2).
A condensation nuclei counter compared ambient concentrations with those sampled from
through a grommet from the interior of the mask. After completing six standard activities, the fit
factor was calculated as the ratio of concentrations outside and inside the mask. The overall fit
factor was calculated as the product of the number of exercises and the inverse of the sum of the
inverses of the individual fit factors (OSHA, 2004). Volunteers included users of both small and
regular sizes of commercial FFRs.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Filter Holder Measurements

Particle diameter and face velocity strongly affected the filtration efficiency of flat material
punches in a filter holder (Fig. 2). With increasing face velocity up to 60 cm s–1, filtration efficiency
decreased for both the commercial N95 FFR material and double layer of H600 sterilization
wrap.This trend was also consistent for the three-layer combination (H600-Filti-H600), except at
the highest velocity (60 cm s–1) and larger particle diameter distributions (300 nm and 466 nm).
With increasing particle diameter, filtration efficiency increased with the exception of the 60 cm s–1
tests for both the commercial N95 FFR material and double layer of H600 sterilization wrap, for
which the filtration efficiency of the 466 nm distribution was not significantly different than that
measured for the 300 nm distribution. The disruption of trends at the highest face velocity could
reflect shifting relative importance of different capture mechanisms. For all materials, pressure
drop across the material punches increased linearly with face velocity as would be expected for
a fibrous filter material (Davies, 1973; Hinds, 1999).
Our filtration efficiency measurements for a double layer of H600 at 10.6 cm s–1 are 7 to 12%
greater than those reported by Ou et al. (2020) for the H600 Quick Check product (which is also
two layers) at a similar face velocity (10.5 cm s–1). Ou et al. (2020) reported a range of 73 ± 2%
for 100 nm particles to 79 ± 1% for 500 nm particles, and our filter holder measurements range
from 79.8 ± 0.4% for 136 nm particles to 89.2 ± 0.2% for 466 nm particles. Our pressure drop
measurement (146 Pa, calculated at 10.5 cm s–1 from the linear regression with respect to face
velocity) was 8% lower than that measured by Ou et al. (2020) (159 Pa) at the same face velocity.
If this pressure drop difference reflected a proportional, systematic difference in face velocity
measurement, it would result in a bias of only 1% in the filtration efficiency measurement (as per
the regression). Multi-charging effects should also not be a large contributor to the discrepancy
between our results, since doubly-charged particles of the same mobility (which have double the
mass) have comparatively small differences in filtration efficiency. The observed differences in
measurements across studies could also be due to normal manufacturing variability, especially
since filtration of submicron particles is not a specified property for H600.
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Fig. 2. Filtration efficiency (circle marker) and pressure drop (+ marker) measurements for 47 mm
punches in a filter holder are shown as a function of face velocity. Mean mannequin measurements
(85 LPM flowrate) for the commercial N95 FFR and the sewn masks (with silicone sealing any
stitching or seams) are shown as solid horizontal lines (dashed horizontal lines indicate error
intervals).

3.2 Mannequin Measurements

At a flowrate of 85 L min–1, only the commercial N95 FFR filtered more than 95% of the 136 nm
or 200 nm distributions in the mannequin tests (Fig. 3, Table A3). When fabricated from a double
layer of H600 sterilization wrap, the Glidden sewn mask filtered 85 ± 1% of particles from the
136 nm distribution, adding a middle layer of Filti material only slightly increased filtration efficiency
to 91 ± 2%. When stitching and seams were sealed with a bead of silicone sealant, filtration
efficiency increased only 1% and 2% for the sewn Glidden masks in the two-layer (H600-H600) and
three-layer (H600-Filti-H600) combinations respectively. Thus, for the H600 material, holes created
by stitching and gaps between layers at seams do not play a large role in particle infiltration (at
least during initial use).
The mannequin measurements were compared with predictions from the regression models
developed for the filter holder measurements and evaluated at the average velocity calculated
from the surface area of the FFR (Fig. 3). For the commercial N95 FFR, the mannequin measurement
and the prediction from filter holder measurements were not significantly different for the
filtration efficiency of the 200 nm distribution and only 0.7% different for the 136 nm distribution.
In contrast, the sewn Glidden masks (in both material combinations) performed 8.2% (95% CI
7.4%–9.1%, two-tailed paired t-test) worse than the filter holder measurements predicted at the
average face velocity (and using the same material combinations). Infiltration through stitching
and seams only accounted for 1.4% of this discrepancy (95% CI 0.7–2.2%).
In a similar comparison for pressure drop, mannequin pressure drops were higher than
predicted by filter holder tests for both the commercial N95 FFR or the Glidden sewn mask
fabricated from two layers of H600 sterilization wrap. However, the pressure drop of the Glidden
sewn mask fabricated from the three layer combination (H600-Filti-H600) was 22% lower than
predicted by the filter holder measurements, which could be suggestive of a leak or defect in the
masks. All pressure drop mannequin measurements were well below the maximum airflow
resistance for N95 FFRs (245 Pa for exhalation, 343 Pa for inhalation) (Office of the Federal Register,
2002). However, in a departure from the NIOSH method, we did not control relative humidity or
environmentally condition filtration materials, which would have simulated the effects of moisture
from exhaled breath. In addition to affecting filtration for better or worse, moisture could increase
pressure drop to the detriment of breathability.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of mean (a) filtration efficiency and (b) pressure drop mannequin measurements (85 L min–1) with predictions
from the filter holder measurements at the average face velocity calculated from the surface area of the mask.

Fig. 4. Effective filter holder face velocities for which filter holder measurements have equal performance to mannequin
measurements (filtration and pressure drop) as compared to the average face velocity calculated from the surface area of the
full mask (at 85 L min–1).

3.3 Effective Face Velocity Calculations

Since aerosol generation, conditioning, and selection were identical between filter holder and
mannequin tests, we hypothesized that variability in face velocity could explain the previously
described discrepancies between them. To this end, the regression models were also used to
calculate “effective” face velocities at which flat material in the filter holder performed equally
to the corresponding mannequin measurements (Fig. 4). There is a distribution of face velocities
among the differential areas of the mask or FFR. The measured mannequin pressure drop is the
maximum possible across any differential area of the mask or FFR, and thus the effective face
velocity for pressure drop represents the maximum face velocity (assuming negligible pressure
differences over the external surface of the mask or FFR). An effective face velocity for filtration
Aerosol and Air Quality Research | https://aaqr.org
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efficiency that is greater than the effective face velocity for pressure drop indicates additional
particle penetration that cannot be explained by face velocity.
For the N95 FFR, the average face velocity (calculated from surface area) and the effective face
velocities (calculated from pressure drop and filtration efficiency) were similar. However, for
both Glidden masks, the effective face velocities for filtration efficiency were greater than the face
velocities for pressure drop, even when infiltration through stitches and seams was mitigated
with a silicone sealant. A leak in masks (whether in the material, stitching/seams, or at the silicone
seal between the FFR or mask edge and the mannequin) could cause the observed decreased
filtration efficiency, as well as low pressure drop observed for the H600-Filti-H600 Glidden. We note
that such a leak would need to be highly consistent across replicate masks, as the measurements
are fairly precise (especially with respect to the 8.2% discrepancy between predicted and actual
filtration efficiency discussed in the previous section): A range of 2.4% and 2.7% for filtration
efficiency of 136 nm and 200 nm particles respectively among replicates of the unsealed H600H600 Glidden (n = 3), and a range of 0.6% and 0.1% for filtration efficiency of 136 nm and 200 nm
particles respectively among replicates of the unsealed H600-Filti-H600 Glidden (n = 2). One
difference between filter holder and mannequin measurements is the physical arrangement of the
layers. The filter holder tightly clamps the layers of material in contrast to the looser arrangement
in the Glidden design (in which layers generally follow the same contour, even at the pleated
folds, but are physically joined only at the outer seams).

3.4 Quantitative Fit Testing

4 out of 6 quantitative fit tests with the Glidden mask passed (Table A4). In the two failed cases
(scores of 20 and 98 vs. a passing score of 100), the large size of the mask design was noted as
problematic. In particular, the long edge across the top of the nose overlapped onto the ears of
one volunteer. While material stiffness and plasticity could affect fit, the different filtration
properties of the middle layer do not diminish the relevance of a passing score on a quantitative
fit test, which reflects the worst-case fit (penalized by particles penetrating both through face
seal leaks as well as through the material).

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 What is the Most Relevant Face Velocity for Filter Holder Tests of Particle
Filtration?

Since filtration efficiency strongly depends on face velocity and particle diameter, test conditions
are crucial for interpreting material filtration tests. However, the most relevant conditions can differ
between designs and applications. For the same flowrate, the average face velocity is different
among designs of different surface areas (over a factor of two between the Glidden sewn design
in this study and previously studied FFRs) (Bałazy et al., 2006; Ou et al., 2020; Strong-Wright,
2020). As an extreme case, some 3D-printed designs have exposed filtration areas as low as
13.5 cm2 for which the average face velocity is 105 cm s–1 (for the 85 L min–1 flowrate of a NIOSH
test) (Make the Mask, 2020). Even commercial N95 FFR material filtered only 80.0 ± 0.5% of
136 nm particles at the highest flowrate (60 cm s–1) in our study.
In the absence of a target design, a common face velocity still enables comparison of different
materials, but regulatory test methods do not converge upon a single recommended condition
(Liverman and Alper, 2017; Rengasamy et al., 2017). For example, the FDA particle filtration
efficiency (PFE) test method (ASTM F2299) allows over an order in magnitude in range from 0.5
to 25 cm s–1 (ASTM International, 2017b). This latitude in test method conditions might contribute
to previously observed variability in the filtration efficiency of surgical masks, which are categorized
into three levels based on this test (Rengasamy et al., 2017; Lam et al., 2020; Schilling et al., 2020).
To the same effect, the FDA’s bacterial filtration efficiency (BFE) test method (ASTM, 2101) specifies
a total flowrate of 28.3 L min–1, but does not specify surface area, essentially permitting a range
of face velocities (ASTM International, 2019). Finally, the NIOSH N95 filtration test cannot be
applied to a material in isolation from a target design, as the method specifies a total flowrate
(85 L min–1) through a single FFR, whose surface area determines the characteristic average face
velocity such that this method also yields a range of relevant face velocities (Office of the Federal
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Register, 2002). At 85 L min–1, the duckbill-style FFR in this work had a characteristic average face
velocity of 6.0 cm s–1 while FFRs in previous studies had characteristic average face velocities of
10.6 to 12.9 cm s–1 (Bałazy et al., 2006).

4.2 The Glidden Design as a Case Study of Scaling up from Filter Holder to
Mannequin Tests

Theoretically, a proposed design’s surface area could be used to calculate a characteristic
average velocity (for the target 85 L min–1 flowrate of the NIOSH test) at which filtration tests
could be performed to predict a material’s performance in that design. In this work, we tested
the validity of this scale-up approach—from material testing in a filter holder to prototype testing
with a mannequin. We found that actual performance of a material and design pairing may be
estimated, but not necessarily precisely predicted by material filtration tests for a new sewn mask
design. Specifically, for a particle distribution with 136 nm setpoint, the Glidden mask in two
layers of H600 had a mean filtration efficiency of 85 ± 1% versus predicted performance of 92 ±
1%, in the three layer combination (H600-Filti-H600), actual filtration efficiency was 90 ± 1%
versus predicted performance of 98.9 ± 0.1%. Especially given the high filtration efficiency of the
N95 FFR control, the precision of replicate measurements supports that this observation is not
an artifact of our methods, which have consistent aerosol generation and measurement methods
between the filter holder and mannequin measurements. Rather, as previously discussed in the
results section, the scale-up error could derive from leaks in the mask itself, heterogeneity in face
velocity, or possibly differences in the spacing between material layers. Regardless of cause, the
scale-up error in predictions of mannequin filtration tests from filter holder tests motivates our
recommendation to test full prototypes (with the intended material) when a precise, high level
of filtration efficiency is required.
The scale-up error from filter holder to mannequin performance (8.2%: 95% CI 7.4–9.1%, twotailed paired t-test) could be acceptable when designing for use cases in which the user does not
expect performance comparable to an N95 FFR (for example, when individuals wear masks to
prevent community transmission). Such predictions (which consider the characteristic average
face velocity of a specific mask design) are likely superior to design-agnostic predictions (from
measurements at much smaller or larger face velocities), though particle penetration around the
edges of a poorly fitting mask could substantially decrease actual protection. However, in use
cases where an N95 FFR would be preferred if supply was adequate, this scale-up error motivates
filtration testing of a full prototype to inform risk analysis weighing an improvised design against
competing options for increasing, reusing, and conserving N95 FFR supply.
We also considered whether this example elucidates an alternate heuristic to predict mask
performance. Measuring pressure drop with a mannequin or similar set-up may be more
experimentally accessible for some designers or users, but this was not a sufficient proxy for
determining a relevant filter holder face velocity for filtration (Fig. 4). In addition, since the
effective face velocities differed between the two material combinations in the same Glidden
design, each pairing of design and material should be separately tested. In fact, using the
effective face velocity calculated for the Glidden design in one material to predict the filtration
efficiency of the same design in the other material results in a modestly reduced prediction error
for the H600-Filti-H600 material combination (6–9% vs. 4–7%), but a much larger prediction error
for the double layer of H600 (6–9% vs. –12 to –20%). For this Glidden design, mannequin tests
with additional materials (including single layers and possibly a range of flowrates) might help
determine under what conditions this consistent prediction error (8.2%: 95% CI 7.4–9.1%, twotailed paired t-test) might hold.

4.3 Evaluating the Glidden Design: Filtration and Fit

When fabricated with either sterilization wrap material combination studied here, the new
mask design (the “Glidden”) does not have comparable respiratory protection to a N95 FFR.
However, in combination with good filtration efficiency, the superior fit of the Glidden design likely
increases protection relative to a surgical mask, as demonstrated in this work by quantitative fit
testing by a limited number of volunteers. While fit factors ≥ 98 were achieved among 5 of 6 users
of the Glidden mask in this work, Oberg (2008) measured fit factors for surgical masks of only 2.5
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to 9.6 among 20 subjects (Oberg and Brosseau, 2008). As currently designed, the Glidden mask
is better suited to larger faces, as the two failing fit tests occurred for individuals with small faces.
With its simple shape, the pattern could be adjusted for different sized faces by slightly increasing
or decreasing the size of the initial material rectangle. Fit testing (equivalent to that required by
OSHA for individuals using commercial FFRs) would be similarly important for users of the
Glidden mask. In particular, verifying good fit of the drawstring tie in the channel beneath the
chin would be key for users accustomed to commercial FFR designs without this feature. Between
the two material combinations, the slight improvement in filtration efficiency with an intermediate
Filti layer (from 86 ± 2% to 92 ± 1%) is accompanied by an increase in pressure drop (62–75 Pa).
The filter quality factor (Q) describes this compromise:

 1 
ln 

Q = 1−E 
∆P

(3)

where ΔP is the pressure drop. Q is not much improved from 0.033 Pa–1 for the double layer
combination to 0.035 1/Pa for the triple layer combination (vs. 0.087 Pa–1 for the superior
commercial N95 FFR) (Hinds, 1999). We emphasize that H600 sterilization wrap (as well as the
dusting cloth and HVAC materials included in the quantitative fit testing samples) are not
intended for use in face coverings and that other attributes (fluid resistance for healthcare use,
biocompatibility, consistency of filtration performance between manufacturing batches) should
also be evaluated.

4.4 What are the Relevant Conditions for Mannequin Filtration Tests of
Improvised FFR Designs?

As recently emphasized by Chen et al. (2020a) and Ou et al. (2020), the conditions of filtration
test methods are critical for interpreting their results (Rengasamy et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2020a).
In addition, when a precise level of filtration is required, the observed discrepancy in scale-up
from filter holder to mannequin tests should motivate testing of a specific design and material
pairing with particles of a relevant diameter at a relevant flowrate. While not identical to a NIOSH
particle filtration test method for N95 FFRs, our mannequin test method was intended to imitate
it in the key variables of flowrate and particle diameter. As in the NIOSH test, the mannequin test
was performed at 85 L min–1. In addition, we aimed to test particle diameters (136–466 nm) larger
than other coronaviruses, but close to those used in a NIOSH N95 particle filtration test (75 ±
20 nm particle diameter number mode, geometric standard deviation < 1.86) (Office of the
Federal Register, 2002; Masters, 2006; Rengasamy et al., 2017).
It is worth noting that particles of these diameters (< 500 nm) are not necessarily those most
likely to be involved in community transmission of SARS-CoV-2. While recent characterizations of
SARS-CoV-2 describe a distribution of virus diameters between 75 to 105 nm, respiratory particles
which could contain this virus are likely much larger and composed primarily of water, proteins,
surfactant, and salt (Goldsmith et al., 2004; Marr et al., 2019; Martines et al., 2020). Johnson
(2011) describes a characteristic size distribution for particles emitted by speaking and coughing
as the sum of three lognormal distributions with different physical origins. Contributing 93% of
particle number concentration, the two modes of smallest diameter are at 1600 nm (bronchiolar
fluid film burst mode) and 2500 nm (laryngeal mode) (Johnson et al., 2011). Within seconds of
emission, respiratory particles in this size range would shrink by at least half (in diameter) at < 90%
RH (Marr et al., 2019). Larger respiratory particles might not necessarily contain more infectious
virus, as the relationship between particle size and the concentration of infectious virus is currently
unknown (Zuo et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Santarpia et al., 2020). Particle size
would also influence the fate of emitted particles, the probability of exposure in a particular
environment, and the probability of deposition among different regions of the respiratory tract,
which may also affect infectivity (Hinds, 1999; Chen et al., 2020b).
Given this work’s focus on improvised substitutes for N95 FFRs for occupational use among
healthcare personnel, our measurements were limited to smaller particle diameters (136–466 nm),
as would be the case in a NIOSH particle filtration test for N95 FFRs. If an improvised design was
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intended to mitigate a different, non-biological particulate hazard, we would include a 75 nm
diameter setpoint, which is the specified number mode for NIOSH filtration testing (Office of the
Federal Register, 2002; Rengasamy et al., 2014). In the case of SARS-CoV-2, additional measurements
up to 4000 nm may better reflect typical transmission of this respiratory pathogen if particle sizes
typical of those produced by human speech or coughing are most likely to result in transmission
in a particular situation.
Automating flow control in our experimental set-up would enable efficient characterization at
additional diameters. Our motivation in size classification upstream of the filtration material (as
opposed to a scanning mobility particle sizing (SMPS) method with a larger range of diameters)
was to avoid loading scarce test materials with large amounts of aerosol. Given the lower ambient
particle concentrations in a hospital environment relative to other occupational environments,
we aimed to characterize the FFRs and masks with no to little particle loading, though the NIOSH
method measures changes with increased particle loading (Li et al., 2012; Rengasamy et al., 2017).
As for flowrate, our study replicated the 85 L min–1 flowrate used in NIOSH test methods, thus
achieving relevant face velocities for each mask and FFR design (Liverman and Alper, 2017;
Rengasamy et al., 2017). The presence of the mannequin may have altered how the air flowed
through the mask as compared to the NIOSH method. We note that 85 L min–1 is a reasonable
estimate of peak inspiratory flowrate among healthcare personnel. To investigate variability among
different occupations, Caretti et al. (2004) developed empirical relationships between oxygen
consumption, minute ventilation rate, and peak inspiratory flowrate. For patient care (which Caretti
et al. categorize as light to moderate standing activity), these relationships yield minute ventilation
rates of 24.6 L min–1 for female individuals and 28.1 L min–1 for male individuals, which correspond
to estimated peak inspiratory flowrates (83 and 94 L min–1) which are quite similar to that of the
NIOSH test method (85 L min–1). Even higher peak inspiratory flowrates (93–116 L min–1) would be
expected when healthcare personnel engage in moderate to heavy activity while standing (defined
as lifting > 50 lbs, which would be the case while lifting patients, during which close physical
distance would also increase exposure risk) (Caretti et al., 2004). While an individual is only
momentarily breathing at the peak inspiratory flowrate, exposure is weighted by instantaneous
flowrate, such that some have recommended further testing of respiratory protection PPE at
higher flowrates (Holmér et al., 2007). While we do not consider it reasonable to subject improvised
designs to a higher flowrate than specified in the NIOSH test method, we also do not find
justification to lower the test flowrate below 85 L min–1 solely based on intended use among
healthcare personnel.
In our mannequin tests, edges were sealed with silicone sealant, such that we could evaluate the
penetration of particles through the filter media itself. In practice, both routes of particle infiltration
(through and around the filter media) contribute to exposure and should be evaluated. Test
methods which do not control face velocity/flowrate or particle diameter (ex. qualitative fit
testing with sucrose or Bitrex, quantitative fit testing with the TSI Portacount) provide faster, lower
cost, and more accessible comparison for rapid evaluation during prototyping, especially when
optimizing designs for fit (van der Sande et al., 2008; TSI Incorporated, 2013; Byrne et al., 2020;
Mueller et al., 2020; Woolverton et al., 2020). However, if the intended use case is substitution
of a regulated respiratory device in a crisis shortage, more rigorous filtration testing at relevant
test conditions is necessary to understand how filtration performance compares with that of the
substituted commercial FFR.
While we have focused on face velocity and particle diameter in this work, another key test
condition is particle charge neutralization for consistent testing of electrostatic capture (which is
a significant filtration mechanism for many commercial N95 materials as well as H600) (Ou et al.,
2020). In addition, prior to NIOSH particle filtration testing, N95 FFRs are environmentally
conditioned to simulate moisture uptake from exhaled breath, (Office of the Federal Register,
2002). Implementing environmental conditioning would be particularly important if wearers of
preliminary prototypes noted changes in air resistance after prolonged use.

5 CONCLUSION
Filtration testing of materials at relevant particle diameters and face velocities are valuable for
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evaluating materials used in any face covering, including improvised masks or N95 FFRs for
healthcare personnel. Our work demonstrates that even when detailed material filtration testing
is available, filtration testing of the improvised design itself (fabricated with the intended
material) is critical if a specific threshold of filtration performance must be verified, as is the case
when developing improvised substitutes for N95 FFRs. While valuable for rapid evaluating the fit
of a new design, qualitative and quantitative fit testing is not equivalent to high quality filtration
testing of prototypes at relevant particle diameters and flowrates. Developing capacity for high
quality filtration testing should be prioritized if improvised designs are required to compensate
for insufficient supply, and the lack of such data should strongly factor into risk analyses of
stopgap measures during crisis shortages.
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